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Abortion as the Driving Force behind the Christian Right

Samantha Sue Pštross has chosen to tackle the issue of abortion and the 

Christian Right in her M.A. dissertation. I enjoyed reading the work, which is both properly 

organized and beautifully researched. It is obvious that Samantha truly worked hard on the 

treatise and that my colleague, Kryštof Kozák, was a good supervisor. 

Samantha has divided the thesis into an introduction, six main chapters, and a 

conclusion. Each of the main chapters is divided into useful sub-chapters and the summaries 

at the end of each chapter are especially helpful. Samantha is swift and to the point in her 

writing and there is definitely no “beating around the bush.”

In the introduction, Samantha aptly defines the Christian Right, describes its 

alignment with the Republican Party, and how the issue of abortion brought both Evangelical 

Protestants and Catholics together to form a wider Christian Right movement. The 

introduction adequately explains the content and structure of the rest of the dissertation. 

Chapter 1 analyzes Christian non-activism in the twentieth century. 

Traditionally, conservative Christians kept their distance from the political sphere, but issues 

such as evolution did provoke quite a few to get organized. The sexual revolution of the 

1960s caused concern among conservative Christians who thus began to organize 

somewhat. This presentation of the facts is both accurate and informative for any reader.

Chapter 2 deals with the abortion issue up until the Supreme Court’s Roe v. 

Wade ruling of 1973. Both the pro-choice and pro-life arguments are scrutinized and the 

logic behind Roe v. Wade is elucidated. I like Samantha’s style and her attempt to dissect this 

thorny issue through calm and sober academic analysis.



In Chapter 3, Samantha examines the abortion statistics and informs the 

reader of who is most likely to undergo an abortion procedure and during which stage of 

pregnancy. She then traces the evolution of the pro-life movement, its growing influence, 

and changing tactics. The facts speak for themselves.

Chapter 4 tells the reader about the development of the Christian Right 

movement and how abortion was the driving force behind the formalization of it. She 

devotes significant space to evangelical pastor Francis Schaeffer and his beliefs and writings. 

Then the anti-Equal Rights Amendment movement, Jerry Falwell’s Moral Majority, and other 

conservative movements are discussed. 

Chapter 5 tells of the legitimization of the Christian Right by the Republican 

Party. Ironically, Jimmy Carter (left-wing Democratic president) in 1976 called on 

Evangelicals to exercise their right to vote. Samantha writes about Catholic, Paul Weyrich, 

who founded the Heritage Foundation. Weyrich’s aim was to sway Catholics from long-held 

loyalties to the Democratic Party in favor of the Republicans by using abortion as a political 

tool. Later, the coalition behind Ronald Reagan’s 1980 election victory took a firm pro-life 

line. Samantha then discusses the fluctuating role of the so-called “values voters” in election 

outcomes. She also offers some speculation on the recently-founded Tea Party movement. 

Indeed, it will be interesting to see what influence the right and anti-abortion activists will 

have on American politics. 

Chapter 6 delves into other issues affecting the Christian Right. These include 

the anti-gay rights, pro-nuclear family, anti-pornography, anti-secular education, anti-

euthanasia, anti-stem cell research, and anti-contraceptives movements.  



The conclusion basically states that the Republicans will continue to enjoy 

solid support from the Christian Right so long as Roe v. Wade is upheld. Everything could 

change dramatically, however, if Roe v. Wade were ever overturned. 

This work far surpasses the requirements for a successful M.A. dissertation. 

Samantha has made a superb presentation of her arguments. I recommend an excellent 

mark (A).
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